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Key Points:6

• Both radiative and latent heating within anvil clouds strongly influence the cloud7

radiative effect at the top of the atmosphere8

• Latent and radiative heating drive turbulence and organized circulations within9

the anvil cloud structure10

• Radiative heating dominates near the top of the cloud, while latent heating dom-11

inates near the base of the cloud12
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Abstract13

The net radiative effects of tropical clouds are determined by the evolution of thick, freshly14

detrained anvil clouds into thin anvil clouds. Thick anvil clouds reduce Earths energy15

balance and cool the climate, while thin anvil clouds warm the climate. To determine16

role of these clouds in climate change we need to understand how interactions of their17

micro- and macrophysical properties control their radiative properties. We explore anvil18

cloud evolution using a cloud resolving model in three simulation setups of increasing19

complexity to disentangle the impacts of the various components of diabatic heating and20

their interaction with cloud-scale motions.21

The first phase of evolution and rapid cloud spreading is dominated by latent heat-22

ing within convective updrafts. After the convective detrainment stops, most of the spread-23

ing and thinning of the anvil cloud is driven by cloud radiative processes and latent heat-24

ing. The combination of radiative cooling at cloud top, latent cooling due to sublima-25

tion at cloud base, latent heating due to deposition and radiative heating in between leads26

to a sandwich-like, cooling-heating-cooling structure. The heating sandwich promotes27

the development of two within-anvil convective layers and a double cell circulation, dom-28

inated by strong outflow at 12 km altitude with inflow above and below.29

Our study reveals how small-scale processes including convective, microphysical pro-30

cesses, latent and radiative heating interact within the anvil cloud system. The absence31

or a different representation of only one component results in a significantly different cloud32

evolution with large impacts on cloud radiative effects.33
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Abstract34

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY35

Clouds have a large influence on climate. Thick clouds reflect part of the solar (or36

shortwave) radiation back to space and therefore cool the climate. On the other hand,37

wispy and thin high clouds do not reflect much of solar radiation. They form high in the38

atmosphere at cold temperatures and therefore keep part of the terrestrial (or longwave)39

radiation within the atmosphere. They warm the climate, similarly to greenhouse gasses.40

The evolution of thunderstorm clouds is of particular interest as it involves a tran-41

sition from the thick clouds that cool the climate to the thin high clouds that warm the42

climate. We study small-scale processes that drive this transition and their delicate bal-43

ance and interactions. Tiny differences in how ice crystals form, grow, shrink, or inter-44

act with solar or terrestrial radiation can lead to large differences in the climatic role of45

thunderstorm clouds.46

Such processes are currently not represented in models we use for climate projec-47

tions. Our findings may ultimately lead to improvements in the representation of thun-48

derstorm cloud lifecycles in climate models and therefore increase the trust in projec-49

tions of future climate.50

1 Introduction51

In the tropical regions of prevalent ascent, clouds strongly modulate both the short-52

wave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiative fluxes, leading to large SW and LW cloud ra-53

diative effects (CRE) (Ramanathan et al., 1989). High ice clouds cover a large fraction54

of the tropics (Sassen et al., 2009; Martins et al., 2011). While the thickest precipitat-55

ing high clouds have both large SW and large LW CRE, they are not the most domi-56

nant cloud type radiatively due to their short lifetime and limited spatial coverage. They57

fundamentally control the tropical CRE, however, through detrainment of large quan-58

tities of ice crystals (ICs). These crystals form anvil clouds, which spread over surface59

areas much larger than the deep convective cores from which they originate (Protopapadaki60

et al., 2017). Their combination of a moderate CRE and frequent occurrence makes de-61

trained ice clouds the radiatively most important high cloud type in the tropics (Berry62

& Mace, 2014; Hartmann & Berry, 2017). Moreover, previous observational and mod-63

elling studies have shown that at least 50% of all ubiquitous tropical thin cirrus directly64

originate from deep convective sources (Massie et al., 2002; Luo & Rossow, 2004; Riihi-65

maki et al., 2012; Gehlot & Quaas, 2012; Gasparini et al., 2018).66

The lifecycle of anvil clouds is controlled by a number of processes including ra-67

diative heating due to in-atmospheric cloud radiative effects (ACRE), latent heating, mi-68

crophysical processes like IC nucleation and growth, IC sedimentation, mixing of envi-69

ronmental air across cloud interfaces, turbulence, and cloud-scale circulations. However,70

it is still not fully understood what are the main drivers of anvil cloud extent, their mi-71

crophysical, and radiative properties nor what controls the tropical CRE. Moreover, it72

is not clear whether the delicate balance between small-scale processes can change in a73

warmer climate, and what could be the climatic impacts of such a change.74

Ackerman et al. (1988) were the first to quantify the radiative heating rates within75

tropical anvils based on in-situ aircraft data. The measured anvils were dominated by76

the LW warming effect, concentrated near cloud base, and LW cooling at the cloud top,77

that coincides with a minor SW warming effect. They hypothesized that the large heat-78

ing gradients can lead to convective instability within an anvil. Their ideas were formal-79

ized in theoretical work by Lilly (1988) who proposed a two-stage model of the cirrus80

convective outflow. The initial outflow of air of nearly uniform buoyancy from the con-81

vective core flattens and stretches shortly after being injected into a stably stratified en-82

vironmental air. The following stage is driven by differential radiative heating, forming83

a self-maintaining radiative-convective mixed layer within an anvil. The existence of within-84
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anvil convective motions was confirmed by numerous observational and modelling stud-85

ies (Jensen et al., 2009; Ferlay et al., 2014; Dobbie & Jonas, 2001; Durran et al., 2009;86

T. P. Dinh et al., 2010; Harrop & Hartmann, 2016). However, both Ackerman et al. (1988)87

and Lilly (1988) neglected the latent heating, which leads to strong heating by deposi-88

tion and freezing throughout most of the anvil, and cooling at and below cloud base due89

to sublimation, melting, and evaporation of precipitation (Houze, 1982; Starr & Cox, 1985;90

Lohmann & Roeckner, 1995; Schumacher et al., 2004; C. Liu et al., 2015). The anvil cloud91

extent and its lifetime were found to be sensitive to the IC size and number concentra-92

tion. Fan et al. (2010, 2013) showed how different specifications of cloud condensation93

nuclei and ice nucleating particles led to differing anvil cloud properties. Hartmann et94

al. (2018) found that ACRE promote the formation and maintenance of thin anvils with95

the help of two-dimensional cloud resolving model simulations. ACRE increase the longevity96

of thin anvils by microphysical cycling of water vapor and ICs within the in-cloud con-97

vective mixed layer. This ACRE-driven mechanism was crucial to achieve a balanced net98

CRE. Our study expands on that work by using three dimensional simulations allowing99

the cloud to evolve by spreading into its surrounding, cloud-free environment.100

Garrett et al. (2005) describe a single case study of aircraft measurements of mi-101

crophysical and radiative properties of the first 3 hours of the anvil evolution. Their mea-102

surement showed the initial detrained mass was quickly separated into a thick anvil cloud,103

which detached from the convective core after 2 hours. Interestingly, above the anvil, a104

thin tropopause cirrus formed. The anvil gradually decayed, but the tropopause cirrus105

did not dissipate, likely due to the shielding effect of the (at least initially) optically thick106

underlying anvil (Hartmann, Holton, & Fu, 2001). Disagreements still exist about the107

radiative and microphysical importance of small ICs (Whiteway et al., 2004; Jensen et108

al., 2009; Protat et al., 2011), and the possibility of new nucleating events in the later109

stages of anvil evolution. A modelling study by Jensen et al. (2018) follows trajectories110

of ICs detrained from a midlatitude thunderstorm and simulates the first 3 hours of their111

microphysical evolution. Their results show at the importance of gravitational settling112

and depositional growth. However, due to the lack of radiative coupling, they do not ob-113

serve any convective overturning within the anvil cloud.114

The parameterization of ice microphysics can significantly affect the simulated anvil115

cloud properties in the tropics. Powell et al. (2012) compared the observed West African116

anvil cloud properties with those simulated by 6 microphysical schemes in the WRF re-117

gional weather model (Skamarock et al., 2008). The results showed a large dependence118

on the specific microphysical scheme, while none of the schemes was able to represent119

the anvil properties within the range of the observations. Hartmann et al. (2018) found120

large differences in anvil cloud lifetime between the Thompson, Morrison, and P3 mi-121

crophysical schemes (Thompson et al., 2008; Morrison et al., 2005; Morrison & Milbrandt,122

2015), which modulated the impact of ACRE on the simulated cloud evolution.123

A study by Schmidt and Garrett (2013) presents an analytic framework of the evo-124

lution of non-precipitating ice clouds of various thickness. Their thickest cloud, with ice125

water content (IWC) and extent similar to observed anvil clouds, forms two separate ra-126

diatively driven mixed-layers, one at cloud base, and the second one at cloud top. They127

show that the cloud initially spreads isentropically as a turbulent density current, tran-128

siting to laminar spreading and lofting motions once the cloud loses its turbulent behav-129

ior.130

Previous studies focused only on one phase or one aspect of the anvil lifecycle, while131

we want to explore the main small-scale drivers over the whole lifecycle, from the thick132

deep convective cloud to the thin cirrus. Therefore we set up simulations of three increas-133

ing levels of complexity:134

• a thick ice cloud in the middle of a cloud-free domain, initially in buoyant equi-135

librium with the environment;136
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• an isolated tropical deep convective system, in which we follow the cloud from the137

convective initiation from a warm, moist bubble until its decay;138

• a longer, ”climatological” simulation of radiative convective equilibrium (RCE),139

in which we statistically cluster the information over a large ensemble of convec-140

tive events that maintain RCE.141

Having simulations of differing complexity increases the robustness of the results and un-142

derlines the importance of small-scale processes in driving of the spreading and thinning143

of anvil clouds.144

2 Modelling setup145

We use System for Atmospheric Modelling (SAM) cloud resolving model (Khairoutdinov146

& Randall, 2003) version 6.10. The simulations use a 256 x 256 km domain with a hor-147

izontal resolution of 1 km and vertical resolution of 250 m in the upper troposphere, ex-148

cept for the RCE simulations (described in Section 2.3). The model top is at 27 km. The149

longer duration RCE simulations use a smaller, 128 x 128 km horizontal domain with150

the same vertical grid. SAM is a nonhydrostatic anelastic model with periodic lateral151

boundary conditions coupled with the RRTMG radiative transfer model (Mlawer et al.,152

1997; Iacono et al., 2008). Subgrid-scale motions are represented with a 1.5-order clo-153

sure scheme that incorporates a simple Smagorinsky-type scheme. We coupled the model154

with the Predicted Particle Properties (P3) bulk microphysical scheme (Morrison & Mil-155

brandt, 2015), version 2.8.2.4. P3 avoids the artificial separation of ice particles into its156

floating and precipitating parts; instead it uses four prognostic variables that track the157

mixing ratios of total ice mass, total ice number, rime mass and rime volume. Therefore,158

instead of specifying particle properties for several ice types (e.g. floating ice, snow, grau-159

pel), the scheme uses its 4 degrees of freedom to predict them. The scheme avoids ar-160

tificial boundaries between particle types and avoids unphysical thresholds like the au-161

toconversion radius of transition of ice to snow. P3 is therefore well suited for studies162

of transitions of deep, precipitating anvils, to thin, nonprecipitating cirrus; a situation,163

in which we expect numerous transitions between several categories of atmospheric ice164

particles. In order to allow the formation of clouds with number concentrations of ICs165

comparable to those observed in freshly detrained anvil clouds (Heymsfield, Krämer, Lue-166

bke, et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2018), we increased the upper limit of IC number con-167

centration from 0.5*106 to 107 kg−1 (about 2-5*103 L−1 at the anvil cloud altitudes).168

Simulations of the Dynamics of the MJO field campaign (Yoneyama et al., 2013) that169

used this increased upper limit on the IC number concentration showed good agreement170

with the observed radiative fluxes. The generalized effective IC size predicted by P3 is171

used in the computation of radiative fluxes.172

For simplicity, diurnally-averaged insolation is used with a solar zenith angle of 42.89◦173

and insolation (423.5 W m−2) representative of the annual mean values in the tropics.174

The simulations are initialized without the presence of any mean winds and are not nudged.175

Sea surface temperature is fixed at 30◦C. The simulations are described in Tab. 1.176

2.1 Isolated cloud177

We initialize the simulation with an optically thick high cloud (cloud optical depth178

(COD) of 120) of uniform IWC (0.3 g m−3), which fits within the range of both in-situ179

and remote sensing observations of tropical anvil clouds (Garrett et al., 2005; Heyms-180

field, Krämer, Wood, et al., 2017; Heymsfield, Krämer, Luebke, et al., 2017). This sim-181

ulation setup represents a freshly detrained anvil cloud, after most of the convective ac-182

tivity has ceased. The initial mean IC size is prescribed to follow observations by Van Dieden-183

hoven et al. (2016), with an effective radius of 20 μm close to the cloud top, which in-184

creases linearly to reach 40 μm at the cloud base. The IC number concentration spans185

the range between 900 and 3600 L−1, with the lowest concentrations at cloud base, and186
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concentration higher than 3000 L−1 above 10.5 km, which lies well within the range of187

in-situ observations (Jackson et al., 2015; Krämer et al., 2016; Heymsfield, Krämer, Lue-188

bke, et al., 2017). The cloud is initialized with random potential temperature pertur-189

bations of the order of 0.01◦C, to help start the development of within-anvil motions.190

The cloud is 5 km thick with a top at 13 and base at 8 km altitude, which corresponds191

to the peak of the cloud cover in tropical convective regions (Protat et al., 2010; Hart-192

mann & Berry, 2017). The cloud is initially in buoyant equilibrium with the surround-193

ing environmental air. The cloud has an initial radius of 30 km and is centred in the mid-194

dle of the model domain, a 256 km square.195

2.2 Isolated convection196

We first decrease the specific humidity in the lowermost 3 km of the domain by 20%197

with respect to the typical tropical moisture profile to suppress convective plumes. The198

temperature profile is near the moist adiabat at all altitudes. Secondly, we initialize the199

simulation with a sinusoidal moisture perturbation with a peak of 5 g kg−1, which de-200

cays both in the vertical and horizontal dimensions. The perturbation extends up to 3201

km in vertical, and 30 km in horizontal from its mid point. Such model initialization en-202

sures that convection starts first in the middle of the model domain and preserves a large203

degree of its azimuthal uniformity throughout the convective lifecycle, due the lack of204

any environmental winds.205

We can decompose the total heating rate into the radiative (cloudy and clear-sky)
and latent heating component with an additional residual term related mainly to unre-
solved turbulent motions as:

dT

dt
= Qrad,cld +Qrad,cs +Qlatheat +Qresidual (1)

where T is temperature, t is time, and Q are the heating rates. We diagnose each of them206

directly from the model. We use azimuthal averaging, with the center of the domain (which207

is also the center of the cloud) being the center point of our cylindrical coordinate sys-208

tem.209

The absence of geostrophic motions in the tropics results in weak horizontal tem-
perature gradients (Charney, 1963). Therefore we use the weak temperature gradient
approximation (e.g., Sobel and Bretherton (2000)) to derive the vertical velocities as-
sociated with each of the heating terms using,

w
∂s

∂z
= Qcp (2)

where w is the azimuthally averaged vertical velocity and s is the dry static energy (s
= cpT + gz). We compute the residual vertical velocity as:

wresidual = wtotal − wrad,cld − wrad,cs − wlatheat (3)

Finally, we derive the total streamfunction from various heating sources (radiative,
latent, and residual) by integrating the following equation in cylindrical coordinates over
the radial dimension:

∂ψi

∂r
= rwi (4)

ψi =

∫ r

0

rwidr (5)

where r is the distance from the center of the domain and wi represent the verti-210

cal velocities defined in equation (3).211
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2.3 Radiative convective equilibrium212

The simulation is started with typical tropical temperature and moisture condi-213

tions, which quickly initiates convection. The simulation is run for 80 days, with a 2 hourly214

instantaneous output timestep for the 2D and 3D fields. For the purpose of the present215

analysis, we only consider 48 output timesteps from day 70-74 of the simulation, after216

the climate reached its equilibrium state. The model output is binned by increasing ice217

water path (IWP) values into 50 equispaced bins, each spanning 2% of all data points.218

3 Observational data219

We use the CALIPSO-CloudSat-CERES-MODIS (CCCM) dataset (Kato et al., 2011)
for the years 2007-2010. The CCCM dataset combines CALIPSO lidar (Winker et al.,
2010) and CloudSat radar (Stephens et al., 2008) cloud fraction collocated with MODIS
IWP data and CERES radiative fluxes (Wielicki et al., 1996). We derive SW radiative
fluxes from CERES, which are available only for daytime. To avoid problems at large
solar zenith angles, we limit the data to points with zenith angle smaller than 70◦, which
restricts us to the afternoon overpass (1.30 pm) of the A-Train satellite constellation. We
derive the albedo based on the incoming and outgoing SW fluxes at the top of the at-
mosphere (TOA). The diurnally-averaged reflected SW is computed by multiplying the
albedo by the daily and annual averaged incoming radiation for the region of 423.5 W
m−2. We use data for the tropical western Pacific (TWP, 10◦S - 10◦N and 150◦-170E◦),
a region dominated by deep convection year round. The albedo at the TOA and SW CRE
are computed as

albedo =
SWout

SWincoming
(6)

SWCRE = −(albedo− albedoclear−sky) ∗ 423.5Wm−2 (7)

The LW CRE is computed as

LWCRE = OLRclear −OLR (8)

where OLR is outgoing LW radiation at the TOA.220

We bin the radiative fluxes and cloud fraction into 25 bins ordered by the percentiles221

of MODIS-derived IWP, each of them covering 4% of all considered points.222

4 Results223

Figure 1 shows the observed cloud fraction and its corresponding radiative effects224

binned by the respective IWP percentile values for the TWP. The high percentiles con-225

tain a fully cloud-covered troposphere and therefore represent deep convective towers,226

with both strong SW and LW CRE, where the SW component is the dominant one. The227

intermediately thick anvil clouds that spread from the convective core at 10-14 km al-228

titude are responsible for a shift of net CRE from negative to positive close to the 75th229

IWP percentile. Such clouds contain IWP of 5 to 150 g m−2 and have COD between 1230

and 6, and net CRE of about +5 to -25 W m−2. The upper tropospheric cloud peak spreads231

towards higher altitudes when transiting to lower IWP values due to either the in-situ232

formation of new ice clouds or by lofting of anvil remains, as suggested by Hartmann and233

Berry (2017) and modeled by Hartmann et al. (2018). Remarkably, the net CRE shifts234

from values around -100 W m−2 for the highest percentiles, towards +15 to +30 W m−2
235

for the 40th to 70th percentiles. The crossover point in net CRE occurs near IWP of 100236

g m−2 and COD of 4, roughly at the point where the cloud stops precipitating. The cloud237

columns maintain on average a net positive CRE even at lower percentiles, in which the238

tropical tropopause layer cirrus compete with infrequent, yet radiatively important bound-239

ary layer clouds. The average net CRE considering all selected clouds is +0.6 W m−2,240
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very close to being radiatively neutral. The radiative balance in the TWP is therefore241

controlled by a near perfect cancellation of the large SW and LW components when in-242

tegrated over all cloud types. Given the large SW and LW CRE, a small shift in the cloud243

distribution or its properties could result in large impacts on the radiative balance. This244

motivates us to study the details of the convective lifecycle, with a focus on the tran-245

sition between a freshly detrained, thick anvils, and aged, thin, anvil cloud remains.246

4.1 Cloud radiative effect evolution247

Figure 2 represents the time evolution of net CRE for the simulations of the iso-248

lated high cloud (a) and isolated convection (b). The former starts as a thick cloud dom-249

inated by its SW CRE. The cloud quickly starts spreading and thinning, increasing the250

thin cirrus fraction and its contribution to the overall radiative budget. The spreading251

is evident as both the domain averaged SW and LW CRE increase in the first 3 hours252

of the simulation, after which the SW effect decreases at a stronger pace than the LW253

CRE. This leads to a switch from a net negative to a net positive CRE. The cloud grad-254

ually thins until it becomes radiatively unimportant after 10 hours of simulation. The255

net CRE averaged over the whole lifecycle is slightly negative and about an order of mag-256

nitude smaller than the individual SW and LW CRE.257

In Fig. 2b, isolated convection starts to develop quickly after the beginning of the258

simulation, leading to a small, 10-15 km broad convective core. The convection leads to259

a quickly-spreading cloud in the upper troposphere, whose diameter exceeds 100 km af-260

ter first 4 hours of the simulation. The cloud is still influenced by the convective detrain-261

ment in the first few hours, which generates a thick anvil cloud, dominated by SW CRE.262

The combination of a decreasing convective detrainment, stratiform precipitation, and263

spreading of the cloud leads to cloud thinning. The thin part of the cloud significantly264

modifies the outgoing LW radiative fluxes, despite being almost transparent to the in-265

coming SW radiation. The domain average CRE therefore transits from a net CRE neg-266

ative to a net CRE positive approximately 7 hours after the start of the simulation, reach-267

ing a peak between hour 11-12. While a thin anvil lingers in the atmosphere, new con-268

vective activity starts approximately at hour 13 of the simulation, marking the end of269

the studied convective lifecycle. The domain averaged integrated value of SW and LW270

CRE almost perfectly balance each other, yielding only a small, slightly positive net CRE,271

similarly to the near-cancellation of CRE observed in many tropical areas.272

4.2 Isolated high cloud273

We now examine in detail the evolution of the thick cylindrical ice cloud initial-274

ized in the middle of the domain.275

4.2.1 Initial phase276

The interactions of ICs and radiation instantaneously form a strong cooling of about277

-70 K day−1 at the cloud top (Fig. 3a,d). This LW cooling is partially compensated by278

the SW heating, which is able to penetrate further towards the interior of the cloud. The279

heated air below cloud top becomes positively buoyant and tries to rise above the sink-280

ing cool air at the cloud top. This helps establish in-cloud convective motions near cloud281

top within the first 15-30 min after the start of the simulation (Fig. S1). The convec-282

tive mixed layer is further intensified by the latent heating due to deposition and freez-283

ing in updrafts, and latent cooling by sublimation in downdrafts. However, the cloud top284

mixed layer forms even in experiments in which we turned off deposition (NO DEPO)285

and sublimation (NO SUBI, also refer to Tab. 1), but does not form in the NO ACRE286

simulation. The mixed layer grows in vertical from about 750 m to about 2 km in the287

first 2 h, after which it starts decaying. At that point circulations formed by diabatic288

heating take control of the cloud evolution (Fig 3 g,h,j,k and Fig. S1).289
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Similarly, the strong radiative heating at the cloud base combined with latent cool-290

ing by sublimation initiate a short-lived mixed layer just above cloud base 30 minutes291

after the beginning of the simulation (Figs. 3g and S2). A weak turbulent layer forms292

also near the peak of latent cooling just below the cloud base, which, however, cannot293

significantly influence the development of the overlying cloud. The NO SUBI experiment294

does not form mixed layers at cloud base, confirming the importance of sublimation for295

cloud base evolution. However, the absence of sublimation helps form a strong melting296

layer just below the 0◦C isotherm, initiating small convective motions and a weak cir-297

culation pattern (Figs. S3 and 4c). The mixed layers at cloud base cannot fully develop298

due to the IC sedimentation and precipitation that inhibit the overturning motions. Both299

cloud top and cloud base mixed layers in the NO SEDI experiment continue to grow even300

beyond the first 2 hours of the simulation, eventually forming a single, self-sustained con-301

vective layer between 10 and 14 km altitude (Fig. S4).302

The spreading of the cloud leads to a bowl-shape pattern (Fig. 3 b,c), consistent303

with the work of Schmidt and Garrett (2013). The cloud layer spreads along the isen-304

tropes, which are distorted by strong sources of diabatic heating and cooling (Fig. 3d-305

f). The bowl shape spreading still appears in NO SEDI (Fig. 4g) and is therefore not306

caused by sedimentation of ICs.307

4.2.2 Mature phase of development308

The mature phase starts with the decay of initial mixed layers and when the di-309

abatically driven circulations become fully developed (Fig. 3h,k). The initial radiatively310

driven heating structure now decreases in magnitude with the decreasing IWC of the cloud:311

sublimation forms a strong cooling anomaly, associated with a downdraft at and just be-312

low the wavy cloud base (Fig. 3e). A deposition driven heating anomaly in the center313

of the cloud sustains an updraft motion, which in turn leads to more vapor deposition314

(Fig. 3e). However, the cloud top is still dominated by radiative cooling, driving a down-315

draft motion which helps sustain a small mixed layer at the boundary of the radiative316

cooling and the latent-heating-driven updraft (Fig. 3h).317

The diabatic heating not only drives vertical motions within cloud, but also sup-318

ports a circulation pattern as shown by Fig. 3j-l, which reaches its maximum around 4-319

5 hours after the beginning of the simulation. The circulation develops a two cell mo-320

tion:321

• a radiatively driven circulation with a strong outflow at about 11-12 km and an322

equally strong inflow near the cloud top, between 13 and 14 km altitude (Fig. 3323

k).324

• a latent heating driven circulation near cloud base, with an outflow below cloud325

base, and an inflow just above it.326

The upper branch of the circulation leads to formation of a tropopause thin cir-327

rus (Fig. 3b,c). The origin of the cloud can be traced back to the radiatively driven in-328

flow and the associated convergence of air, which cuts off the uppermost cloud layers,329

and leads to an updraft just above cloud top (Fig. 3k). The updraft is further intensi-330

fied by depositional heating and new IC nucleation events. The tropopause cirrus can-331

not form in NO ACRE and NO DEPO simulations (Fig. 4b,d), but is still able to form332

weakly in NO NUCI (Fig. 4e). The tropopause cirrus therefore consists of both, pre-333

exisiting anvil cloud ICs and the newly nucleated ICs. The tropopause cirrus is long lived,334

as it is shielded from the terrestrial LW heating by the underlying anvil cloud. The cir-335

culation pattern moves together with the cloud edge (Fig. 3i,l), slowly decaying with the336

gradual sublimation and sedimentation of the cloud. Interestingly, a vigorous updraft337

continues to sustain the tropopause cirrus even when the anvil has substantially thinned338

(Fig. 3c,i). This later stage is characterized by vertically stratified pancake-like laminar339
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motions with only minimal vertical wind components, similarly to what was found by340

T. P. Dinh et al. (2010) for thin tropopause cirrus.341

4.2.3 Impact of the selected processes on the cloud radiative effects342

Most of the processes that we examine significantly influence the net CRE of the343

anvil cloud lifecycle. The control simulation yields a small negative net CRE over the344

course of its lifecycle (Fig. 2a). The simulation in which the ACRE were turned off (NO345

ACRE ) yields a more negative CRE, as the cloud does not spread and thin due to the346

absence of radiatively-driven circulations and in-cloud convective motions (Fig. 4b). By347

limiting the nucleation of new ICs we also limit the formation of thin cirrus, leading to348

a significantly more negative net CRE (Fig. 4e). On the other hand, keeping the ICs aloft349

by not allowing them to sediment increases the net CRE which becomes significantly pos-350

itive (Fig. 4f). NO SUBI and NO DEPO simulations both yield a net negative integrated351

CRE over the course of 14 hours (Fig. 4c,d). Inhibiting sublimation results in the lack352

of particle removal and weaker circulations. Inhibiting deposition, on the other hand,353

drastically increases the production of new, radiatively very active small ICs, which have354

both a strong LW and SW CRE. Interestingly, the lack of deposition leads to an erosion355

of the internal parts of the cloud, which are normally dominated by depositional growth356

of ICs (Fig. 4d).357

4.3 Isolated convection358

The first deep convective activity develops at the location of the initial moist bub-359

ble. The moist air is buoyant and rises, forms clouds, and therefore gains more energy360

for its ascent due to the latent heating of condensation. About one hour from the be-361

ginning of the simulation, the convective cloud crosses the homogeneous freezing tem-362

perature for water, forming ICs, and releasing more latent heat to the environment, which363

pushes the updraft up to 18 km altitude (Figs. 5a,b and 6a,d,g). Despite developing a364

significant radiative heating of up to 20 K day−1 (Fig. 7c) it is the latent heating that365

dominates the intial cloud development. When the cloud reaches its maximum altitude,366

it starts to spread horizontally at velocities of 5-8 m s−1 (Fig. 9). The convectively-driven367

latent heating also dictates the circulation pattern with a large updraft fed by the sur-368

face inflow, and detraining ICs between 12-15 km elevation (Figs. 7b and 8a,b). The large369

initial heating is a vigorous source of gravity waves (C. Bretherton, 1988), which signif-370

icantly perturb the instantaneous wind fields, while not influencing the mean winds.371

The first phase ends after approximately 3 hours, when the cloud spreading veloc-372

ity temporarily slows down, before increasing again to about 2 m s−1 (Fig. 9). At this373

stage, when the cloud still contains a large IWC yielding an optical depth of 14 (Fig. 5b),374

the radiative driving becomes the dominant factor for the development of the cloud (Figs.375

7g, 8h). The spreading velocity of the NO ACRE experiment reaches values close to zero376

between 3 and 4 hours from the start of the simulation (Fig. 9). The cloud stops spread-377

ing and remains in the relatively thick anvil stage for longer compared with the control378

simulation.379

At hour 4-5 of the simulation a diabatic heating ”sandwich” pattern forms (Fig.380

5e), including:381

• LW radiative cooling of about 10 K day−1 at the cloud top (Fig. 7g);382

• LW radiative heating at the cloud base, with a smaller contribution from the SW383

radiative component just below the cloud top. The heating peaks at values be-384

tween 10 and 15 K day−1 (Fig. 7g);385

• Latent heating by deposition contributes to most of the heating (2-20 K day−1)386

between 8 and 12 km altitude in the core of the cloud (Fig. 7f and 6e,h);387

• Latent cooling by sublimation dominates the base of the cloud, reaching values388

of more than -50 K day−1 (Fig. 7f).389
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A reflection of the heating ”sandwich” is seen in vertical velocity: a downdraft of390

up to 0.5 m s−1 at the cloud base, updrafts in the center and at the edges of the cloud391

of 0.05 to 0.2 m s−1 and a downwelling motion near cloud top (Fig. 5h). There are no392

clear boundaries between the updrafts and downdrafts, as two mixed layers form: one393

just below the cloud top and one in the central part of the cloud. Interestingly, depo-394

sition and sublimation often occur in what looks like the same location due to azimuthal395

and time averaging (Fig. 6e,g). The co-occurrence of deposition in sublimation is fur-396

ther supported by the highly turbulent cloud interior with several small convective cells,397

which gives rise to an uneven cloud top and cloud base, reminiscent of mammatus clouds398

(Garrett et al., 2010; Ferlay et al., 2014).399

A strong upper level circulation pattern forms, driven mainly by ACRE and the400

associated turbulence (Figs. 5k, 8f-j), similar to the isolated cloud case. Latent heating401

is responsible for a weaker circulation close to the cloud base, at elevations between 5402

and 10 km. The radiatively-driven inflow at the cloud top forms a thin tropopause cir-403

rus cloud above the anvil cloud (Fig. 5b,c).404

The final stage of cloud thinning is characterized by a weakening circulation that405

spreads with the cloud edge (Fig. 5c,f,i,l). The thin anvil cloud only slowly sediments406

due to the effects of radiative heating, which favor updraft motion. The radiative heat-407

ing is strongest near the spreading front, and weaker in the middle of the cloud, which408

sinks to lower levels, forming a bowl shaped cloud top with the tropopause cloud above409

(Fig 5f,i). The magnitude of microphysical rates decrease, with sublimation becoming410

dominant over the deposition and freezing (Fig. 6e-h). The clear-sky radiation drives411

part of the circulation only at the domain edges, where there is no stronger source of di-412

abatic heating (Figs 7d,h and 8d,i).413

4.4 RCE414

Finally, we analyze the contribution of several processes to the diabatic heating and415

circulation in a 80-day long simulation in radiative-convective equilibrium with no daily416

cycle of insolation. We analyze 48 timesteps (one every 2 hours) of output data from days417

70-74 of the simulation. We bin all gridpoints by their respective IWP in 50 bins, rather418

than attempt to detect and evaluate numerous convective lifecycles. The total diabatic419

heating reveals a familiar ”sandwich” pattern with a strong in-cloud warming in the most420

ice-filled bins with cooling anomalies above (radiative cloud top cooling) and below it421

(sublimation), and a slightly negative background heating rate due to the LW emission422

by water vapor (Fig. 10d). We apply the method from C. S. Bretherton and Blossey (2005)423

to derive the mass streamfunction by integrating the vertical velocities in IWP binned424

columns. These results sample numerous convective systems with different properties and425

cloud top/base levels. Therefore we do not expect as sharp and strong circulation pat-426

terns as in our idealized simulations. Nevertheless, the reconstruction gives a circulation427

pattern with an inflow at levels below 10 km, outflow at 11-13 km, and an inflow just428

above the cloud top at 13-14 km (Fig. 10f), which is consistent with the idealized ex-429

periments. The streamfunction decomposition reveals important contributions to the cir-430

culation from both cloudy and clear-sky radiative effects, with a minor latent heating431

component (Fig. 10g-j). Unlike in the idealized experiments, the clear-sky component432

drives a large fraction of the circulation (Fig. 10i). The IWP binning gives equilibrium/climatological433

values; a high IWP is therefore well correlated with high moisture content, explaining434

the large clear-sky component of the streamfunction. The clear-sky cooling does not play435

a large role in idealized experiments, as the water vapor does not have enough time to436

fully adapt to the convective perturbation. The conclusions do not change in simulations437

that include the diurnal cycle of insolation (not shown).438
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4.5 Model resolution dependence439

The horizontal grid spacing of 1 km only resolves part of the turbulent motions by440

the strong radiative and latent heating; the rest is generated by the subgrid turbulence441

scheme. To test the sensitivity of the results to the horizontal resolution we perform sim-442

ulations of varying resolutions in the RCE setup. Increased model resolution increases443

the ratio of thin vs. all cirrus clouds, leading to a more positive net CRE (Fig. 11a). The444

main mechanisms leading to this resolution dependence are likely the turbulent motions,445

which are mainly parameterized at low resolutions and resolved at high resolutions. This446

is in contrast to Khairoutdinov et al. (2009), who found similar high cloud cover for hor-447

izontal resolutions of up to 1600 m compared with the 100 m benchmark simulation. How-448

ever, they nudged the domain averaged thermodynamic fields and winds to the GATE449

Phase III field experiment observations (Fu et al., 1995) and used a simpler, one-moment450

microphysical scheme.451

To better understand the effects of increased vertical and horizontal resolution on452

a single cloud lifecycle, we perform two additional simulations in the isolated convection453

setup:454

• VRES con in which we increase only the vertical resolution to 50 m between 8 and455

15 km (while the layers between 5.5 and 8 km and 15 to 16.5 km have a resolu-456

tion between 50 and 100 m);457

• HRES con in which we increase the horizontal resolution to 250 m and use the458

high vertical resolution from VRES con.459

The effects of increased vertical resolution to anvil properties and radiative effects460

are small (11b,c): the removal of IWC from the thicker part of the anvil is faster, which461

decreases the LW and SW CRE, accelerates the anvil evolution, and decreases its spread-462

ing. When additionally increasing the horizontal resolution, the cloud follows a similar463

evolution pattern in terms of averaged COD and its domain-averaged radiative effects464

11b,c). The cloud covers a smaller area, which might be an artifact of a smaller horizon-465

tal model domain (160 km compared to 256 km). Interestingly, a closer look at the tem-466

poral evolution reveals significantly larger SW and LW CRE compared to CTRL con and467

VRES con. The finer horizontal resolution more than compensates for the faster IWC468

removal in the VRES con simulation, leading to a thicker, (more net CRE negative) core469

of the cloud, and generating more clouds in the COD range of 0.3 to 3, which yield a larger470

LW CRE (Fig. S5). In summary, while increased horizontal and/or vertical resolution471

has an influence on the microphysical process rates and removal of ice from the atmo-472

sphere, it does not significantly change the evolution pathway nor the conclusions of our473

work.474

4.6 Microphysical sensitivity tests475

As the simulations of anvil cloud evolution were found to be very sensitive to de-476

tails in the description of microphysics (Powell et al., 2012), we perform several micro-477

physical sensitivity tests. In particular, we vary the upper limit of IC number concen-478

tration and implement a more realistic freezing scheme for temperatures below the ho-479

mogeneous freezing temperature of water.480

We perform simulations in which we change the upper IC number limit used in our481

simulations (10*106 kg−1) to482

• 0.5*106 kg−1 as used in the default P3 scheme;483

• 100*106 kg−1.484

The fraction of thin cirrus increases proportionally with the upper limit of ICs. Conse-485

quently, IClim0.5 rce decreases the net CRE by about 3 W m−2, compared to the CTRL rce486

simulation, while the IClim100 rce has just the opposite effect (Fig. 11a). Interestingly487
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the impact on the single convective cloud and its lifecycle is different: decreasing the limit488

does not allow the initial formation of a very thick anvil cloud, and leads to a thinner489

and smaller cloud, with a more positive net CRE. On the other hand, IClim100 conv al-490

lows a formation of a thicker and longer-lived cloud, which, however, does not change491

its integrated CRE much over the course of the convective lifecycle (Fig. 11b,c).492

Moreover, P3 does not have a proper description of freezing below the homogeneous493

freezing temperature of water (-38◦C). The deposition freezing parameterization by Cooper494

(1986), valid in the mixed-phase temperature range, is used also at temperatures colder495

than -38◦C, leading to an overestimation of freezing events. The high number of newly496

nucleated ICs at cirrus levels is therefore limited by the upper IC number limit. We try497

to avoid the frequent use of the unphysical IC limit by parameterizing the freezing at498

temperatures colder than -38◦C using the homogeneous freezing scheme from X. Liu and499

Penner (2005), and a heterogeneous freezing based on the laboratory results from Möhler500

et al. (2006). The heterogeneous freezing scheme assumes a dust concentration of 2 ice501

nucleating particles per liter. This number is based on the simulated dust concentrations502

in TWP by ECHAM-HAM climate model (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016). Interestingly,503

the implementation of the new freezing scheme (NFRZ rce) does not change the net CRE,504

despite forming about 5% less thin cirrus compared to CTRL rce (Fig 11a). NFRZ conv505

decreases the lifetime of the detrained anvil cloud due to a decrease in the frequency of506

ice nucleation events, but does not change the net CRE integrated over the whole anvil507

lifecycle (Fig. 11b,c). Such behavior may also explain why the net CRE balance does508

not change between the control and NFRZ rce simulations.509

4.7 Modelling results in the context of the observed cloud radiative prop-510

erties511

Figure 12 shows the observed probability density function of the outgoing LW ra-512

diation (OLR) - albedo pairings for the TWP during July and August as described in513

Hartmann and Berry (2017). The green contours represent the analogous PDF computed514

from the 80-day long RCE simulation, averaged to 32x32 km to correspond with the ob-515

served CERES pixel dimensions. They follow the peak of the observed distribution but516

show less variability in both albedo and OLR. The smaller number of sample points re-517

sulting from horizontal averaging, together with the absence of large-scale dynamical vari-518

ability are responsible for its smaller spread compared with observations. Moreover, the519

mode of the distribution is shifted towards larger albedo and smaller OLR values, indica-520

tive of an overestimation of thin cirrus. On the other hand, the isolated cloud simula-521

tion follows the peak of the observed PDF but starts at a higher OLR indicative of a too522

low cloud top compared to the observed deep convective clouds. The isolated convec-523

tion simulation differs from the isolated cloud simulation in that it starts at clear-sky524

conditions, quickly grows to a high albedo and low OLR deep convective core, which grad-525

ually thins by following the peak of the observed PDF. After about 14 hours, the first526

convective lifecycle reaches the final thin cirrus stage, with the radiative properties very527

close to the initial clear-sky conditions. Moreover, the duration of the convective lifecy-528

cle qualitatively agrees with the results from Wall and Hartmann (2018), which were able529

to track the tropical convective systems with geostationary satellite data for about 10530

hours after the peak of convective activity. Fig. 12 shows that our idealized modelling531

setup can reproduce average aspects of the tropical cloud radiative properties and its evo-532

lution, supporting our main findings of the importance of diabatic processes on the anvil533

cloud evolution.534
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5 Discussion535

5.1 Drivers of anvil evolution536

Our results largely agree with previous literature on the importance of ACRE for537

the maintenance and radiative effects of the anvil lifecycle. Simulations without the ef-538

fects of ACRE could not achieve a near-cancellation of the SW and LW CRE as observed539

in the deep tropics, leading instead to a strongly negative net CRE. Radiative heating540

promotes the formation and maintentance of thin anvils, which is similar to the results541

by Hartmann et al. (2018) who used a very simple cloud geometry. We find the horizon-542

tal spreading of the cloud to be the key feature influencing the radiative effects integrated543

over the whole convective lifecycle. We attributed a large share of the spreading to the544

in-atmospheric cloud radiative heating, as the cloud did not spread in the NO ACRE sim-545

ulation.546

The isolated cloud case closely follows the thick cirrus simulation from Schmidt and547

Garrett (2013). While they studied only the first hour of a high resolution limited-area548

model output, we used a coarser resolution and a larger domain size to be able to mon-549

itor later stages of cloud evolution. Similarly to their study, we find the early stage of550

evolution in the isolated cloud setup to be dominated by radiatively driven turbulence551

at the cloud top and cloud base and the spreading mixed layer (Fig. 13a). After a few552

minutes of simulations, however, the contribution from latent heating and cooling be-553

come dominant in the lower half of the cloud, while the upper third of the cloud is dom-554

inated by the radiatively driven circulations throughout the lifecycle. The contribution555

of latent heating gradually decreases with the thinning of the cloud, when the turbulence556

is replaced by weaker motions, mainly radiatively driven.557

The isolated cloud simulations qualitatively agree with the Lilly (1988) model of558

the deep convective outflow as an intrusion of nearly equally buoyant air with isotropic559

turbulence into stably stratified environmental air. The initial convective outflow can560

be thought of as a large spherical air parcel. When the parcel hits the stable environ-561

ment with potential temperature increasing with height, it has to flatten to form a pancake-562

like spreading pattern and generate predominantly horizontal and isentropic laminar flows563

(Fig. 3j-l).564

The later stage of the isolated convective case evolution is, similarly to the isolated565

cloud case, dominated by a combination of radiative and turbulent driving at the cloud566

top, and latent heating at the cloud base, which gradually decreases in strength due to567

the thinning of the cloud and the smaller microphysical process rates (Fig. 13b). At hour568

13 of the simulation, new convective activity starts, which again increases the significance569

of latent heating. Our study highlights the importance of the interaction of radiative and570

latent processes for the in-cloud convection and inhomogeneities, agreeing with results571

from Dobbie and Jonas (2001) that studied cirrus of COD between 1 and 2.572

We have shown how an isolated deep convective system in the absence of large scale573

ascent evolves until it reaches the thin cirrus stage. At this stage, the cloud properties574

are similar to those observed in persistent tropical tropopause cirrus, which have been575

found to be in a delicate balance between microphysics, radiation, and the generated in-576

ternal cloud dynamics (T. P. Dinh et al., 2010; T. Dinh et al., 2012). The evolution of577

both our idealized cloud and isolated convection suggest that the anvil cloud ends its life-578

cycle by a transition to a similar self-sustained thin cirrus stage.579

5.2 Shortcomings of the modeling setup580

The absence of ocean coupling and the relatively small domain prevents us from581

studying other proposed mechanisms behind the triggering and occurrence of tropical582

deep convection and its CRE budget. Ramanathan and Collins (1991) and Hartmann,583

Moy, and Fu (2001) proposed a mechanism that couples tropical convection, the asso-584

ciated cloud albedo, sea surface temperatures, and atmospheric circulations by a self-585

regulating feedback process.586
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Wall et al. (2018)’s observational study also supports the idea of a tight coupling587

between the triggering of deep convection and the sea surface temperatures in the TWP.588

Our idealized study rather focuses on the drivers of the evolution of convection and the589

detrained anvil clouds, once the conditions are right for its triggering. Our primary fo-590

cus is on the sub-daily scale, which is too short to be significantly affecting sea surface591

temperatures. Sea surface temperature mediated feedbacks have been found to influence592

simulations in an RCE setup (Coppin & Bony, 2017) and will therefore be included in593

our future work.594

Convective strength, anvil cloud extent, and their properties are also modulated595

by the daily cycle of insolation (Chen & Houze, 1997; Dai, 2001). Ruppert and Klocke596

(2019) show that the diurnal peak in the cloud radiative heating increases the vertical597

velocities within anvils and leads to an anvil cloud peak in the afternoon. Similarly, the598

anvil lifecycle was found to be suppressed during nighttime. Including the daily cycle599

of insolation would therefore modulate the cloud evolution and radiative effects. In ad-600

dition, the cloud evolution in our study is simulated in the absence of a large-scale forc-601

ing and also cannot feed back on larger scale circulations. Therefore the gravity waves602

generated by the initial burst of convection can return back towards the middle of the603

domain via the periodic horizontal boundary conditions. Figure 12 show, however, that604

the listed shortcomings do not prevent us from simulating clouds that fit within the range605

of the observations from the TWP.606

6 Conclusions607

The net CRE in the tropics range from very negative, SW dominated deep con-608

vective cores, to near neutral or moderately positive for intermediately thick anvil clouds,609

to positive for thin anvils and other high clouds that are not directly related to detrained610

ice from convection. The convective lifecycle starts with a convective instability and up-611

draft motion. Updrafts are associated with a large latent heat release due to cloud droplet612

condensation and freezing, and depositional growth of newly nucleated ice crystals. La-613

tent heat release is the dominant factor in the deep circulation pattern that develops in614

the early convective stage, with the low level inflow, upper level outflow, and the slow615

subsidence far from the convective core. This circulation is also responsible for the large616

initial spreading of the cloud, reaching horizontal velocities beyond 5 m s−1. About 3617

hours after the convective initiation, the cloud has spread horizontally more than 50 km618

from the convective core, developing a thick stratiform anvil with a strong sandwich-like619

heating pattern, which can be summarized by:620

• A LW cooling at the cloud top;621

• A LW warming at and near the cloud base and cloud edge;622

• Additional warming in the cloud interior by latent heating due to the depositional623

growth of ice crystals;624

• A strong cooling at and just below the cloud base due to ice crystal sublimation.625

The differential heating and cooling are found to drive within-anvil turbulent motions626

at horizontal scales smaller than 5-10 km. However, the mixed layer does not spread through627

the whole cloud: in fact, we observe a strong small-scale overturning below the cloud top,628

and a weaker one close to the cloud base. While the radiative and latent contributions629

are closely related, we find the upper third of the cloud to be predominantly driven by630

in-atmospheric cloud radiative effects. In contrast, latent heating drives the evolution631

and circulations in the lower part of the cloud. Within-anvil convection and turbulence632

slowly decrease in strength with the thinning and spreading of the cloud, until the lam-633

inar motions become dominant at cloud optical depths between about 5 and 10. Inter-634

estingly, the radiatively driven circulation at the cloud top is responsible for the forma-635

tion of thin tropopause cirrus. The results of the idealized isolated cloud and isolated636
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Table 1. Simulation terminology and their respective properties

Simulation Description
1. Isolated cloud

CTRL cld 256x256 horizontal gridboxes with 1 km resolution;
128 vertical levels with 250 m resolution in the upper troposphere

NO ACRE As CTRL cld but no interactive ACRE
NO SUBI As CTRL cld but with no sublimation of ICs
NO DEPO As CTRL cld but no deposition of vapor on ICs
NO NUCI As CTRL cld but with no new nucleation of ICs
NO SEDI As CTRL cld but with no sedimentation ICs

2. Isolated conv.
CTRL con 256x256 horizontal gridboxes with 1 km resolution;

128 vertical levels with 250 m resolution in the upper troposphere
VRES con As CTRL con but with 256 vertical levels with 50 m upper tropospheric grid spacing
HRES con As VRES con but with 640x640 horizontal boxes of 250 m grid spacing
NFRZ con As CTRL con but with different freezing for temperatures colder than -38◦C

3. RCE
CTRL rce 128x128 horizontal gridboxes with 1 km resolution;

128 vertical levels with 250 m resolution in the upper troposphere
CTRL0.25-7 rce As CTRL rce but with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.25, 0.5, 2, 3, 5, and 7 km
IClim0.5 rce As CTRL rce but with the upper IC number limit of 0.5 103 kg−1

IClim100 rce As CTRL rce but with the upper IC number limit of 100 103 kg−1

NFRZ rce As CTRL rce but with different freezing for temperatures colder than -38◦C

convective simulations qualitatively agree with averages from the radiatively convective637

equilibrium simulation, with the exception of the clear-sky effects which are very impor-638

tant in RCE (Hartmann & Larson, 2002).639

Our findings confirm that small-scale processes are important for the anvil cloud640

lifecycle. Such microphysical, radiative, and dynamical processes significantly impact the641

cloud development and hence cloud radiative effects and climate. Current general cir-642

culation models, that are used for future climate and cloud feedback estimates, have up-643

per tropospheric vertical and horizontal resolutions orders of magnitude larger than the644

scales discussed in this work and often have difficulties in simulating anvil clouds (Wall645

& Hartmann, 2018). Results from studies on high cloud responses to increased green-646

house gas concentrations (Hartmann & Larson, 2002; Mauritsen & Stevens, 2015; Bony647

et al., 2016) using crude descriptions of the small-scale processes should therefore be re-648

visited. The new generation of global climate models, even those able to directly sim-649

ulate deep convection, might still not simulate the small-scale processes driving the anvil650

evolution in a reliable way. Our idealized modelling setup could therefore provide a bench-651

mark for parameterizations in models both with parametrized as well as directly resolved652

deep convection.653
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Figure 3. Evolution of the isolated high cloud: IWC (a-c), diabatic heating (d-f), vertical

velocity (g-i), and streamfunction and wind fields (j-l). The plotted timesteps are representative

of the intial, mature, and late stage of cloud evolution. The panels a-c include temperature iso-

lines and in-cloud COD and CRE values. The green contours in panels g-i is highlight areas of

high spatial variability of vertical velocity. The plotted quantities are azimuthally averaged with

respect to the center of the domain. The dashed lines in a-c are isotherms of -20,-40 and -60◦C.

Black or brown contour lines represent IWC contours of 0.1 and 0.0001 g kg−1. The vertical ve-

locity vectors are multiplied by a factor of 4 to give a better visual representation of circulations.
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